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ABSTRACT
Data on the web is increasing very rapidly. The usage of twitter, Facebook and Google users increased data
storage from tera-bytes to zeta-bytes. When the same is considered in Indian context, it becomes more challenging where
in unstructured form of web pages are seen more. Multilingual is the major concern in India. It has become a challenge to
data scientists to extract the content from such web documents. The present paper presents a generic approach of media
mining of web documents at big data level. Three case studies are given here. The preliminary results were found
satisfactory.
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INTRODUCTION
The emergence of social media changed the traditional way of communication and knowledge
transfer. [1, 2] People have become proactive in transfer of information through create, share and exchange of
information. [3, 4] At present nearly 95% adult users are addicted for internet usage. Even in India this has
increased rapidly even in villages, due to availability of internet access in remote places also. This brings in
multi-lingual web usage to a larger extent. [5, 6] Even Google, Facebook started giving services in regional
languages to increase their user’s ratio. All this increased data storage at peta-byte and zeta-bytes level. A
typical example for yahoo web page in Arabic and English bilingual is shown in fig -1. Similarly a Chinese web
page is shown in fig-2.

Fig 1 An example of Bilingual web document

Fig 2 An example Chinese Yahoo web page
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CONTENT EXTRACTION ISSUES
As content extraction is different from text or data mining, where a set of keywords form the basis,
and most of the earlier studies use HTML tags to separate the main content from the extraneous items. [7]
This implies the need to employ a parser for the entire Web page. A collage of data in the form of text in
different languages and sizes, numerals, images and blocks, forms the web page with the intent that content is
reached to the web-surfer, who may be from different country with different languages and dialect and
culture.[8, 9] This is typically an unstructured, heterogeneous and hyper media web page. Extracting content
requires language, text and image processing. Extracting main content from web page is pre-processing of web
information system. The content extraction approach based on wrapper is limited to one specific information
source, and greatly depends on web page structure. It is seldom employed in practice. So, a generic model
employing basic features of data is needed [10] and the proposed model is from basic pixel level making it
applicable to any kind of data or text or image or even media to assess the content in a short period of time.
ATTRIBUTE STUDIES
Attributes normally relate to the pattern and arrangement of pixels which form the image or text and
here only the non-zero pixels give us the character. These could be the number or arrangements in the matrix
and so a reduced representation could be in many ways and here five different types as a) mean and standard
deviation for all rows, b) only number of pixels having non-zero values c) number of pixels in three segmented
rows, d) equivalent 2 x2 matrix and e) reduced 3 x3 matrix. As a preliminary study a dataset consisting of
“diamagnet, dipole, ferri, filings, moment, monopole” is considered. The corresponding attribute variations for
3x3 values are given in fig -3. This can be further used for pattern matching studies also. Mean and standard
deviation variation for the same is given in fig -4.

Fig -3 Attribute variations -3x3

Fig – 4 Mean and Standard deviation variation
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STATISTICAL INTERPRETATION
With the complexities mentioned above in the attributes of pixel maps, it is preferable that statistical
pattern recognition approach can give ideas on the content and as is normal when more data are added the
probabilistic predictions may be closer to reality. This approach is taken here. Probability variation for the data
set of six words “diamagnet, dipole, ferri, filings, moment, monopole” [dataset-1] is given in fig -5 and
corresponding cumulative probability is given in fig -6.

Fig -5 Probability variation for dataset-1

Fig – 6 Cumulative probability variation for dataset-1
NEURAL NETWORK STUDIES
Neural modeling emulates capabilities of biological neural systems and consists of simple processors
‘neurons’ and a connection network, which adjusts itself suitably through the strengths of connections and can
adapt to new environments. An MLP-multi layer perceptron - is used here and studies for different attributes
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as input patterns are carried out so that the net gets trained properly. To study this approach a standard iris
dataset is considered. Typical block diagram for neural network approach is given in fig -7.

Fig 7 Neural Network for Iris dataset

Algorithm for Neural Network Studies for Iris Dataset
x = irisInputs;
t = irisTargets;
hiddenLayerSize = 10;
net = patternnet(hiddenLayerSize);
net.input.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'};
net.output.processFcns = {'removeconstantrows','mapminmax'};
net.divideFcn = 'dividerand';
net.divideMode = 'sample';
net.divideParam.trainRatio = 70/100;
net.divideParam.valRatio = 15/100;
net.divideParam.testRatio = 15/100;
net.trainFcn = 'trainscg';
net.performFcn = 'crossentropy';
net.plotFcns = {'plotperform','plottrainstate','ploterrhist', ...
'plotregression', 'plotfit'};
[net,tr] = train(net,x,t);
y = net(x);
e = gsubtract(t,y);
tind = vec2ind(t);
yind = vec2ind(y);
percentErrors = sum(tind ~= yind)/numel(tind);
performance = perform(net,t,y)
trainTargets = t .* tr.trainMask{1};
valTargets = t .* tr.valMask{1};
testTargets = t .* tr.testMask{1};
trainPerformance = perform(net,trainTargets,y)
valPerformance = perform(net,valTargets,y)
testPerformance = perform(net,testTargets,y)
view(net)
if (false)
genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction');
y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x);
end
if (false)
genFunction(net,'myNeuralNetworkFunction','MatrixOnly','yes');
y = myNeuralNetworkFunction(x);
end
if (false)
gensim(net);
end
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The network is trained using both base dataset and test dataset and the best validation performance
at epoch-9 is given in fig -8 and the corresponding confusion matrix of the profile matrix calculated for iris
dataset is given in fig -9.

Fig -8 Best valid performance

Fig -9 Confusion matrix for iris dataset

CONCLUSION
After discussing the complexities in different kind of present day web documents, need for a more
basic approach to handle the unstructured and multi-lingual features is emphasized. Some preliminary test
results are given for statistical interpretation and pattern matching of features, for word level relating to the
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same content. Later neural model with different attribute inputs is developed and using the 3 x 3 matrix
pattern of input, training for set of words dealing with iris dataset is done. This is later tested with other
language words to form a more elaborate base set. It was tested with new words to assess the closeness of the
content. Further enhancements and techniques are under development to account for the vagaries of font and
text dissimilarities and hybrid usage, so that, regional multi-lingual web content is extractable.
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